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ABSTRACT
In China, the government is using social media to control COVID-19 by posting definite privacy cases, including their journeys of the past days or weeks. The exposing of privacy of these confirmed cases usually leads to cyberbullying on the internet. Both the exposure of privacy and cyberbullying can cause negative influences on the individual. This study reports the stigmatization of people due to cyber violence, which resulted from the disclosure of private information during the pandemic. In particular, it is focused on comments regarding information on social internet platforms, and it will utilize the analysis of comments to investigate the stigmatization of people whose privacy has been compromised due to the pandemic. Aside from that, several important instances in China throughout the pandemic to uncover the connections between privacy concerns, online aggression, and societal stigma are also depicted. As a result of the research, it is concluded that online violence caused by the disclosure of personal information during an epidemic can result in some stigmatization of individuals. The outbreak of an epidemic has a significant impact on this process by comparing the disclosure of personal information before and after the epidemic. As a result of social stigma in a real-time setting, this research explores the real-time transformation of social stigma in a particular case. It also offers further suggestions for regulations on the disclosure of personal information to reduce the development of cyber violence in the pandemic.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The use of social media by the government as a platform to advertise and achieve collective and social goals is not uncommon. The media systems, digital media-based information dissemination, and politics are coherent entities in modern government administration [1].

However, under certain extreme periods, such as the COVID-19 pandemic in China, the use of social media to control the spread of the virus is regarded harmful to the individual psychologically as that survey action violates the definitive cases’ privacy. It is always the case that information censorship and governance are condemned to have negative guidance for citizens or the cyber crowd who are social media platform users. Even a polite and goodwill-motivated signal expressed by the government can cause harmful and illegal acts towards the innocent [2, 3]. The situation could be disastrous when concerned with privacy violations.

The Western and Eastern cultural divergences make the privacy issue more easily be neglected in China. According to the Cambridge dictionary, privacy is someone’s right to keep personal matters and relationships secret [4]. In this sense, as the officials chose to control the spread of COVID-19 by posting...
individuals’ journeys on public platforms, it is regarded as an act of violating a person’s right. However, the eastern definition of privacy does not concern it as a right, but simply something that a person is unwilling to share [5]. Hence, the sharing of a definite case’s journey is not a violation of right but a sharing of essential information for the greater good of society. Many pieces of researches are done on the natures and functions of privacy by western scholars, as many debates what privacy truly is [6], their works will be helpful to reveal the damages on the individuals of the use of privacy during the pandemic in China which is this study’s primary concern.

2. TOP ISSUES AND CASES

2.1. National feedback on privacy breach of confirmed cases

On January 30, 2020, Shenzhen was the first city (in Guangdong Province of China) to announce where the confirmed case had stayed. Their addresses were exposed without specific information, such as door numbers were withheld.

After that, many cities followed this method. Office of the Central Cyberspace Affairs Commission announced on March 3 the protocols for investigation for confirmed cases. First of all, If personal information must be collected, relevant institutions need to refer to the Code of Personal Information Security and minimize the scope of privacy being exposed. In principle, the collection is limited to key populations such as confirmed patients, suspected patients, and close contacts. It is generally not targeted at all people in a specific region to prevent the formation of de facto discrimination against people in a specific region. As for the detailed information that might violate individual or patient privacy, disease prevention is emphasized as necessary. So, the Official announced that personal information collected because of epidemic prevention and control, disease prevention and control shall not be used for other purposes. Personal information such as name, age, ID number, telephone number, home address, etc., shall not be disclosed by any entity or individual without the consent of the person whose information is collected. For the occasion of privacy violation, the official announcement also mentions that when releasing personal information during an epidemic, try to avoid involving individuals. After the epidemic is over, personal information should be sealed.

2.2. The posting of definite cases’ privacy leads to cyber violence

2.2.1. Case Nanking

Nanking is experiencing rapid growth of definite individuals with Covid-19. China’s People Daily revealed the 6 definite individual journeys on Weibo (the Chinese Twitter) on July 31, a day after the confirmed sickness of these 6 individuals.

One of the six is that a flight attendant can be blamed for attending too many places [7].
2001. A male Internet user posted a photo of Chen Ziyao on a social media platform, bragging that this was his girlfriend. Soon after, someone immediately discovered through technical means that the woman in the photo was Chen Ziyao, then “the most beautiful woman at Microsoft,” and posted extensive personal information about Chen Ziyao. This incident, known as the “Microsoft Chen Ziyao Incident”, set a precedent for the cyberbully in China and was the first real “Doxing” search incident on the Internet in China.

This type of search triggers a particular reaction: public outrage. Although public outrage, in this case, means that when information about an individual is brought to light, internet users turn against him or her as a group. That is to say. Public outrage may be the reason for cyberbullying.

Here is an example: In November 2020, a female student at Tsinghua accused a male student of sexually harassing her in the cafeteria, and the male student was searched for and blamed by public opinion after the female student exposed her personal information to her circle of friends. After the male student retrieved the CCTV the next day to confirm that it was a misunderstanding, the female student commissioned others to “apologize to each other”, and the school did not respond adequately, which led to an outcry, with netizens searching for and blaming the female student for her behavior.

In December 2020, a girl in Chengdu had attended several bars before she was diagnosed with Covid-19. The People Daily published her journey of the past 14 days on the 8th of that month [8].

In China nowadays society, cyber violence has become one of the main crimes. In the case of an epidemic, much of the cyber violence is due to people’s anger at the unprotected movement of confirmed cases during the epidemic. Since the mainstream media provided only limited information, some of the extreme men illegally using cyber manhunt to expose more privacy to the public, which have a horrible impact on the confirmed cases so that people make unfounded associations between the privacy of their identities and the places they frequent, thus deepening the stigma.

The fact that she was clubbing in different bars lead to cyber name-calling. People online referred to her as a “clubbing slut” and not her privacy, including her ID number and address, were all exposed by the people who clubbed with her. The tag “A 20-year-old woman in Chengdu has been hit by an Internet storm” has 16.789 million reviews and almost 5 thousand comments (Weibo 2020). This case was seen as an internet lynching incidence.

Figure 4 Several highly liked comments posted on Weibo from December 12 to August 1 in 2021 from the Chinese social media App Weibo on the topic of the female confirmed case in Chengdu

The start, the development, the dire consequence of this case are so typical that can almost include all the processes in the cyber violence in confirmed cases. It shows the attitude of the Chinese government and people towards collective interests and individual privacy. It also shows the direct harm and subsequent
adverse effects to the individual when their privacy is being exposed in public.

Cyber violence on confirmed cases always starts at the mainstream media that can get private information about the confirmed case. The media will put this kind of basic private information out directly, including the name, gender, age, occupation and their journeys of the past days or week of the confirmed cases. For example, in this Cheng du girl case, the basic private information of the girl, which was exposed by mainstream media, had provided the way to other people around the girl to recognize her and to some extreme man to locate her.

When a person is exposed in public, and their information is provided to the public, the malicious speculations and gossips come after, especially when people think they have the right to condemn her - for the virus she might carry for the danger of getting infected. In reality, many people who knew the girl exposed her further information on the internet, even including her phone number and social ID number. The loss of privacy can lead to stigma. And the stigmatization usually causes the stigmatized individual to be devalued, accorded lower status, and targets negative stereotypes, prejudice, and discrimination [6]. People talked about her journal and her lifestyle. Then people on the internet humiliated her, attacked her, and even called her "slut".

According to Kraus, Cyberbullying can lower self-esteem, depressive and anxiety symptoms, and feeling powerless [9]. We can see what happened to the Chengdu girl to understand how these things (lowering self-esteem, depressive and anxiety symptoms feeling powerless) had been produced. The girl has posted a paragraph on the internet to stop the attack on her and her family. Not just about the humiliation on the internet, she also mentioned that because of the exposure of her location and her phone number, many people had threatened her in reality. She kept receiving messages and calls from strange people and could not get back to her normal life. She was facing such psychological stress in her daily life, and people could attack her so easily because they knew who she was due to the exposure of her privacy on the internet.

2.2.3. case Yangzhou

CCTV News was posted on July 30, 2021. that 7 elderly individuals were diagnosed with Covid-19 (CCTV News 2021). One of them was from the city of Nanking, a high-risk area. This person was unaware of her condition and participated in several Mojang activities. People on the internet referred to her as lack of morality and published consideration. Some even think she should be arrested for spreading the virus.

Overall, these cases indicate that the exposure of privacy in the aspect of the journey of the definite individuals tends to result in cyber violence.

2.3. Cyber violence and its effect on individual’s psychology

As the cases are shown above, there is no denying that the publishing and posting of definite cases’ privacy have a high potential for cyber violence.

This violence includes name-calling, stereotyping a profession and blaming. According to Kraus, Cyberbullying can lower self-esteem, depressive and anxiety symptoms, and feeling powerless [9].

Other research shows that victims of cyberbullying various express emotions such as anger, sadness, frustration, embarrassment, stressed, fright, loneliness and depression [10, 11]. Hay, Meldrum, and Mann found a greater impact of cyber victimization than traditional victimization on internalizing measures such as self-harm and suicidal ideation [12].

The above indicates a direct psychological threats cyber violence appose to the victims of a cyberbully. In this sense, as definite individuals experience cyber
violence, it is very likely that they face psychological stress and have a higher chance of becoming psychologically ill.

2.4. Exposure of privacy and its effect on individual’s psychology

2.4.1. Negative

The usage and publishing of privacy can lead to cyber violence and further damage the bullied individual. In this sense, privacy exposure indirectly affects an individual’s psychological condition with the intermediary tool of cyber violence.

Moreover, the studies have shown that the exposure of privacy itself can directly negatively impact the exposed individual.

According to Margulis, the loss of privacy can lead to stigma [6]. And the stigmatization usually causes the stigmatized individual to be devalued, accorded lower status, and targets negative stereotypes, prejudice, and discrimination. As a consequence, these stigmatized individuals have a higher chance of experiencing psychological health problems.

Margulis refers to a study of the relationship between electronic monitoring of employee performance and employee reflection. EPM stands for Electronic Performance Monitoring (EPM). EPM is considered to be a kind of surveillance. The usage of computers and electronic devices and closed-circuit cameras to monitor employees are all examples of what is referred to as information technology. When companies attempt to exert social control over their employees, job stress is a possibility. Employee dissatisfaction and increased media attention workers may accept a neutral or positive goal (for example, where the usage of EPM is linked with the objectives of the employees).

Hence it is proved that the exposure of privacy can affect an individual’s mental health indirectly and directly.

2.4.2. positive

Many shreds of evidence regarding the damages exposing privacy can be done on individuals, but China still uses this method to control the pandemic. Why is that?

Margulis believes that exposing privacy to a certain degree can enlarge the superego on the individuals [6]. By exposing privacy, people can realize their shame. Consequently, more people can distinguish right from wrong according to the social principles in a society. In the sense of China during the pandemic, not only more people are informed with where to go and not to go, but also lectured to be more cautious in preventing the covid-19.

Moreover, as illustrated in the beginning, the term of privacy does not concern a person’s right, not simply the fact that one is unwilling to share with others. In this sense, not only do the officials see the exposure of privacy to control the pandemic, but the majority in China also do not see to revolt this phenomenon.

With the unique interpretation of privacy in China, the officials had chosen to publish personal information to control the spread of Covid-19.

2.5. Questionnaire and future prediction on cyber violence on the definite individuals

2.5.1. Aims of the questionnaire

This study aimed to explore the relationship between personal privacy breaches and social stigma in China during the Covid-19 epidemic. The main concern would be that the Mass-data pathway adopted to monitor individuals in China during the 2019 epidemic so far might have quasi-caused some social stigma.

This questionnaire is aimed at participants who have been residents of China for at least the past year. In addition, there was at least one personal social media account that they actively used (check at least every other day). It covers four main questions, which are listed below.

How do the participants view the use of privacy during the pandemic?

2. To what degree do the participants think the exposure of privacy will affect the definite individuals?

3. To what degree do the participants think the cyber violence will affect definite individuals?

4. Is the chance of the participant involving in future cyber violence against the definite individual high?

2.5.2. results

Due to the language difference between this paper and the participants, we have oriented our questionnaire to Chinese as all participants are Chinese. The results of the questionnaire are then translated into English as this paper is written in English.

There were 79 participants, of which the majority age it 19 to 25 years old, as they take up to 69.62% of the participants. People aged 15-18 and over 30 are 17.72% and 11.39%, respectively. There was only 1 out of 79 from age 25-30 years old.

The first question was a multiple-choice question about the most frequent media the participants use daily. The most frequently used app was communicating app
WeChat and QQ (98.73% of the participants). The second most frequent was Weibo (55%), similar to Twitter. Foreign apps like Twitter and Instagram were the third in the rank (35%), with the fourth being Tok-Tok and social applications alike (30%).

The second question is a single answer question asking how the participants interpret the usage of privacy to control the virus during the pandemic. 49 out of 79 (60.76%) participants agreed with the usage of privacy, as they believe it can control the virus efficiently. Sixteen of them were neutral and did not care. Twelve of them disagreed with this type of usage, as they think big data analysis can interrupt individuals’ lives.

The third question asks the participants to what extent they think the exposure of confirmed cases’ privacy (like their daily journey) would affect these individuals. 27 out of 79 believed the impact of the exposure of the confirmed cases’ privacy is big as their lives can be disturbed, and the exposure of privacy can lead to negative outcomes. 55 out of 79(69.62%) participants believed there is a good and bad impact. They think people would not remember an individual’s privacy for the long term. The time passes, people will forget about it. Five people believed there should be no impact on the individual.

The fourth question asks the participants about the necessity of the exposure of confirmed case’s privacy. 67.09% of them (53) believe it is necessary to do so, and the more detailed, the better it can control the pandemic. Twenty-two of them (27.85%) believed it is unnecessary to expose one’s privacy. The over-detailed information about one’s journey can lead to cyber violence and societal panic. 4 had other beliefs.

The questionnaire also asks to what extent the participants think privacy exposure (daily journey) should lead to cyber violence. Twenty-four of them believe that there should be no cyber violence in the confirmed cases, no matter what. 48 out of 79 were neutral. They believe cyber violence is dependent on the cases themselves. Six of them believed that there would not be cyber violence if the confirmed cases had not done anything wrong. But if there is, it is their fault. One of the participants left a blank.

3. CONCLUSION

The use of privacy can negatively impact definite individuals directly as it increases the possibility of stigmatization and reduces the sense of security on individuals. It can also harm these individuals’ psychological conditions via cyber violence indirectly. As the result of the questionnaire indicates, most of the participants are for the exposure of privacy to control the pandemic, as they believe the use of privacy is necessary and a great means. However, the majority also believe the cyber violence that comes after the exposure is the case’s responsibility. Hence, we predict that privacy will still go on during the pandemic, and the cyber violence in the confirmed cases is very likely to go on as well.
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